Ari Bloom

Breaking News! Attention people of the U.S. of A (except the state of Missouri but we’ll
get to that later)! We are sorry to interrupt your Disney Plus viewing, but we have a criminal on
the loose. Aided by her child Maud Karambis, Dolly Farha has been accused of blowing up the
entire state of Missouri. As for now all evidence points to Dolly being a mass murderer and a
criminal mastermind.“Dolly is a wonderful student and person. She is always so present, and
sincere, and just fun to be around!” says Anna Marie, her tutor.“She would never do such a
thing.” Also, Mason Johnson, one of her old friends claims, “It was probably her alter ego,
Billary Blinton, as the crime happened late at night.” One very helpful interview was from her
one-eyed cat Joey who had some very insightful things to say. “Meow,” says Joey. Ah, what a
smart, and amazing creature. Dolly’s motives are unclear, but experts believe that it was to
prove the haters wrong, and that she was actually born in the state of Kansas and not Missouri.
The state of Kansas has had a long standing rivalry with Missouri, so authorities blame
Kansas. Kansas has assured the press that they had no part in the obliteration of Missouri, but as
tensions have grown higher, Kansas has removed itself from the U.S, and is now to be known as
Kanslandia.
Be on the lookout for Dolly. But be warned, she will not be easy to catch. Being a very
good actor, Dolly can slip her way to get asylum in Kanslandia. Her skills in lying come from
her excellent acting experience in the Waring theatre program. She is also an excellent writer and
she may forge documents to get to Kanslandia. She will act sincerely, but really she will be
plotting to destroy your state.

Hold up, we have just got word that she might be going under the name Blaze, or Athena.
Government cameras may have found her disguised with short, red hair in Oklahoma.
Even if you live in northern states, you are still in danger. Dolly leads a polar plunge, so
the cold doesn't phase her. Dolly’s next motives are unclear, so do not drop your guard. Be on
the lookout for her, your state could be next.
We apologize for the interruption, and we will now return to your regularly scheduled
Disney Plus.

